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CFIUS Jurisdiction

 “Covered control transaction”: a transaction that could result in control of a US business 

by a foreign person

– “Transaction” is a merger, acquisition, takeover; equity investment; or conversion of a contingent equity interest

– “Control” is the power, direct or indirect, whether or not exercised, to determine, direct, or decide important matters of an entity

 “Covered investment”: certain non-passive, non-controlling investments in certain types 

of US businesses by a foreign person

– Nature of US business: must be a “TID US business”

• produces, designs, tests, manufactures, fabricates, or develops one or more “critical technologies”;

• involved in certain specified ways with certain “critical infrastructure”; or

• maintains or collects, directly or indirectly, “sensitive personal data” of US citizens

– Nature of investment: must afford the foreign person:

• Member or observer rights on the board of the TID US business;

• access to “material non-public technical information” in the possession of the TID US business; or

• Involvement in substantive decision-making of the TID US business regarding critical technologies, critical infrastructure, or 

sensitive personal data
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CFIUS Jurisdiction

 Certain real estate transactions

– Purchases, leases, concessions of real estate involving air or maritime ports or in 

proximity to certain sensitive US government facilities and areas

 Any transaction structured to evade CFIUS

 Changes in rights that could result in a covered control transaction or 

covered investment
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TID US Business – Critical Technology

 Defense articles or defense services controlled under the International Traffic in Arms 

Regulations (ITAR);

 Items and technology with export control classification numbers (ECCN) under the 

Export Administration Regulations (“EAR”) that are controlled—

– Pursuant to multilateral regimes, including for reasons relating to national security, chemical and 

biological weapons proliferation, nuclear nonproliferation, or missile technology; or

– For reasons relating to regional stability or surreptitious listening

 Certain specially designed and prepared nuclear equipment, parts and components, 

materials, software, and technology;

 Certain nuclear facilities, equipment, and material;

 Select agents and toxins; and

 Emerging and foundational technologies
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TID US Business – Critical Infrastructure

 Subset of critical infrastructure known as “covered investment critical infrastructure,” which is 
listed in a detailed appendix to the CFIUS regulations

 28 types, generally within the following areas:

– Telecoms

– Power

– Oil and Gas

– Water

– Finance

– Defense Industrial Base

– Ports

 5 specified functions:  own, operate, supply, service, or manufacture

 A TID US business is one that performs at least one of the functions assigned to the 
corresponding type of covered investment critical infrastructure
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TID US Business – Personal Data

 Genetic Test Results: results of an individual’s genetic tests, including any related genetic 
sequencing data, whenever such results constitute “identifiable data” (i.e., data that can be used to 
distinguish or trace an individual’s identity) 

– No threshold for the amount of data or specific individuals for whom it is collected

 Certain Identifiable Data: data falling within one or more of ten categories and that are collected or 
maintained with respect to certain identified populations of individuals 

– Categories: certain financial data; data in a consumer report; data included in health or other types of insurance 
applications; health data; certain non-public electronic communications (e.g., emails, texts); geolocation data; 
biometric enrollment data; data used to generate a state or federal government ID card; data concerning US 
government personnel security clearance status; or data contained in the application for a personnel security 
clearance or for employment in a position of public trust

– Populations: the US business that maintains or collects the identifiable data has or does any of the following: (1) 
targets or tailors products or services to US executive agencies/military branches or personnel or contractors 
thereof; (2) had such data on greater than one million individuals at any point over the 12 months before 
closing/CFIUS filing; or (3) a demonstrated business objective to maintain or collect such data on greater than one 
million individuals and such data is an integrated part of the US business’s products or services
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Excepted Investors

 Certain foreign persons are exempt from the expansion of CFIUS’s jurisdiction to covered 

investment and covered real estate transactions if they qualify as an “excepted investor”

 Excepted investors are also exempt from mandatory filing requirements

 To be an excepted investor, the foreign person must be connected in specified ways to an 

“excepted foreign state,” which are currently

– Australia

– Canada

– United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
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Excepted Investor Criteria

 To qualify as an excepted investor, the foreign person must fall into one of three 

categories:

– A foreign national who is exclusively a national of one or more excepted foreign states

– A foreign government of an excepted foreign state

– A foreign entity that meets certain citizenship/nationality criteria with respect to itself and each of 

its parents

 Even if an investor meets all of the above criteria, it may still not qualify as an excepted 

investor if it has engaged in certain conduct

 An excepted investor may retroactively lose that status if, at any time during the three-

year period after completion of a transaction, it fails to meet some of the required 

qualifications
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Mandatory Filing Requirements

 At least a declaration must be filed at least 30 days before completing two categories of 

transactions involving TID US businesses:

– Substantial Foreign Government Interest: Acquisition of 25% or more of the voting interests in a TID US 

business by a foreign person in which a foreign government owns, directly or indirectly, at least a 49% 

interest

• All parent companies of the foreign investor are deemed to own 100% for purposes of this analysis, so dilution in the ownership 

chain is disregarded

– Critical Technologies: Covered transaction in a TID US business involved with critical technologies if a 

"US regulatory authorization" would be required for the export, re-export, transfer (in-country), or 

retransfer of such critical technologies to either (a) the person making the investment subject to 

CFIUS's jurisdiction, or (b) a person that individually, or as part of a group of foreign persons, holds a 

voting interest, direct or indirect, of 25% or more in a person described in (a)

• Mandatory filing is triggered regardless of the availability of license exceptions with respect to the given foreign person, other than 

license exceptions TSU (technology and software), STA (strategic trade authorization), and ENC (encryption commodities, 

software, and technology)
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Exemptions from Mandatory Filing Requirements

 The following are exempt from mandatory filing requirements:

– A covered control transaction by an excepted investor (note: qualifying as an excepted investor already precludes the 

investor from being subject to the expanded jurisdiction for covered investments in TID US businesses)

– A covered transaction (i.e., covered control transaction or covered investment) made directly by a company holding an 

active facility security clearance and operating pursuant to a Security Control Agreement, Special Security Agreement, 

Proxy Agreement, or Voting Trust Agreement to mitigate its foreign ownership, control or influence (FOCI)

– A covered transaction by an investment fund if the fund is managed exclusively by a general partner (or equivalent) that is 

either not a foreign person or is ultimately controlled exclusively by US nationals and to the extent any foreign limited partner 

serves on an advisory board or committee of the fund, such role would not allow the foreign limited partner to control the 

fund, its investment decisions, or decisions regarding the entities in which it has invested

– An investment that becomes a covered investment only because the investor ceases to meet the excepted investor criteria 

during the three-year period after the completion date

– A covered control transaction involving an air carrier that holds a general, temporary, or charter air transportation certificate 

(note: FIRRMA already carves out such carriers from covered investments)

– For critical technology-specific transactions, where the export, reexport, or transfer of critical technology is eligible for at 

least one of the following license exceptions under the EAR: TSU, STA, or ENC
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White & Case CFIUS FIRRMA Tool

 The White & Case CFIUS FIRRMA Tool 

provides an online, step-by-step analysis of 

a contemplated transaction in order to assist 

users in determining whether the transaction 

could be subject to CFIUS's jurisdiction and 

if mandatory filing requirements would apply

 Go to whitecase.com/cfius-firrma-tool
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CFIUS Process & Timing - Declaration

 Parties may notify CFIUS of a transaction via a declaration, which is a short-form filing

 30-day assessment period once CFIUS accepts the declaration 

 Parties must respond to follow-up questions within two business days

 At the end of 30 days, CFIUS may take one of four actions:

– Clear the transaction

– Advise the parties it cannot conclude action based on the declaration, but not request they file a 

joint voluntary notice (commonly referred to as the “shrug”)

– Request the parties submit a joint voluntary notice regarding the transaction

– Initiate a review

 Typical process takes 5-6 weeks (though will be longer if CFIUS requests a notice)
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CFIUS Process & Timing – Notice

 Initial review lasts 45 days after CFIUS accepts a notice filed by the parties

 Investigation of up to 45 days if CFIUS determines that it needs additional time to complete its assessment 

(potential for 15 additional days in extraordinary circumstances)

 Parties must respond to follow-up questions within three business days

 CFIUS may seek to mitigate any national security risk posed by a transaction that is not adequately addressed by 

other provisions of law

 If CFIUS determines that a transaction poses national security risks that cannot be resolved by mitigation, it will 

refer the transaction to the President, unless the parties choose to abandon the transaction

 The President may suspend or prohibit the transaction, and has 15 days to make his decision

 Presidential decisions are rare, though have been more frequent in recent years

 Typical process, including pre-filing stage, takes up to 3-5 months

Prefiling
45-Day

Initial Review
45-60 Day

Investigation (if needed)

15-Day
Presidential Review (if 

needed)
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Filing Fees

 Starting in May 2020, CFIUS requires filing fees for joint voluntary notices

 Filing fees are not required for declarations, though they do apply if following a 

declaration CFIUS requests the parties submit a joint voluntary notice
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Key Considerations 

 CFIUS issues should be considered for any foreign investment where the 

target is, or has, a US business

 Key preliminary issues to consider:

– Does CFIUS have jurisdiction to review the transaction?

• CFIUS’s general jurisdiction

• Expanded jurisdiction for qualifying investments in TID US businesses

– If CFIUS has jurisdiction, is notification mandatory?

– If a filing is not mandatory, should a voluntary notice be made?

– Should a filing be made via a declaration or notice?
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Voluntary Filing Considerations

 Does the proposed transaction potentially raise national security considerations, 

such that a voluntary filing is warranted?

 “National Security” is undefined and can be broad

– CFIUS issues can arise in an array of industry areas

– FIRRMA identifies some key areas of national security concern—critical technology, critical 

infrastructure, sensitive personal data, proximity to sensitive locations

– External factors can also change the national security landscape, e.g., COVID-19 raises the 

national security relevance of certain healthcare-related issues, including supply chain security 

for medical equipment and pharmaceuticals

 Do other factors warrant filing?



National Security Analysis 

 National security risk is a function of the interaction between threat and vulnerability, 

and the potential consequences of that interaction for US national security

– Threat: whether a foreign person has the capability or intention to exploit or cause harm

– Vulnerability: whether the nature of the US business, or its relationship to a weakness or 

shortcoming in a system, entity or structure, creates susceptibility to impairment of US national 

security

• Availability of supply – to the US government, defense industrial base

• Integrity of supply – e.g., susceptibility to sabotage, espionage, supply chain tampering

• Sensitive infrastructure

• Sensitive technology

• Data – that the US business collects (e.g., large amounts of sensitive data on US citizens (PII/PHI)) or to which it has access (e.g., 

classified information, sensitive information of its clients/customers or end-users)

• Proximity – to ports or sensitive US government installations
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Key Strategic Considerations

 Crucial to assess CFIUS issues early in the deal process, for example:

– Would a CFIUS filing be required?

– If not required, is a voluntary CFIUS filing warranted?

– What potential national security concerns are identified in due diligence?

– How should CFIUS risk be allocated between the parties?

– Timing considerations

 Strategic considerations for structuring transactions

 Mitigation considerations
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CFIUS Key Issues & Trends

 Continued high scrutiny of Chinese investment and investment by foreign acquirers 

connected to China, particularly in sensitive areas

 Even as Chinese investment has declined, mitigation continues to be a key issue that 

parties must consider and plan for

 Substantially fewer transactions were stopped by CFIUS in 2019 than the prior two 

years, which correlated with a steep decrease in Chinese investment in 2019

 CFIUS is clearing more transactions in the review phase, though it is still important to 

plan for a longer process since about half require an investigation

 Declaration data is encouraging, with more than 70% of cases being cleared or given 

the “shrug” under the CFIUS Pilot Program in 2019

 CFIUS is increasing enforcement efforts and pursuit of non-notified transactions
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CFIUS adopted mitigation measures 
for ~14% of 2019 notices

of 2019 notices where CFIUS adopted 
mitigation measures were cleared with 
these mitigations

of 2019 notices where CFIUS adopted 
mitigation measures were voluntarily 
withdrawn and abandoned

2019 MITIGATION METRICS

CFIUS MITIGATION TRENDS 
CFIUS Annual Report further demonstrates scrutiny of foreign investments is on the rise

• Mitigation measures are typically 

policies, procedures, operational 

processes, or systems 

modifications required by CFIUS 

to mitigate national security 

concerns 

• Mitigation measures are agreed 

to or imposed by CFIUS to 

address residual national security 

concerns

WHAT ARE MITIGATION 
MEASURES?

~14%

~85%

~15%

Source: CFIUS Annual Report to Congress - CY 2019,



RECENT CFIUS / TEAM TELECOM 
DEVELOPMENTS

• In June 2020 a bi-partisan senate report detailed how 
the federal government provided little-to-no oversight 
of Chinese state-owned telecommunications carriers 
operating in the United States

• The report criticizes the informal FCC & ‘Team 
Telecom’ processes, and in particular the lack of post-
authorization oversight and enforcement

• It concludes that “without proper oversight, foreign 
carriers operating in the U.S. can expose the U.S. to 
potential economic, national security, and law 
enforcement risks.”

• While the report does not specifically address CFIUS 
matters, it highlights that Team Telecom staff were 
often also responsible for CFIUS reviews

• The July 2020 CFIUS Conference included a panel on 
CFIUS Enforcement

• All the panelists noted that there is increased 
resourcing for monitoring and enforcement and that 
compliance enforcement will be much more important 
going forward  

• They expect clear “transparency” from companies 
under mitigation agreements, and intent to comply is 
no longer an important consideration for them in 
assessing enforcement options.

• All the panelists stressed the need to create a “culture 
of compliance”

Bi-partisan Senate Report on Flaws in 
Team Telecom Oversight and 
Monitoring of Security Agreements

CFIUS Conference Panel on 
“Navigating the New Enforcement 
Regime” with DOD, DOJ & Treasury

Two recent events re-enforce the CFIUS agencies are increasing focus on compliance 
enforcement, in particular in mitigation agreements with Tech and Telecom companies



MANAGING MITIGATION
In an environment of increased scrutiny, companies need to take a broader view of potential 
issues and mitigation measures to satisfy CFIUS review

CFIUS mitigation impacts and potential costs of compliance need to be a 
consideration throughout the M&A process – during due diligence, negotiation, and 

when planning for post-close compliance

1 Managing Deal Risk

It is highly unlikely that significant 
M&A transactions will sail quietly 
through CFIUS review -- clients will 
likely need to engage outside 
counsel to work through CFIUS 
concerns

2 Managing Business Impacts

Given recent trends – increased (1) 
CFIUS concern over foreign 
influence and access to data, (2) 
codification of mitigation 
agreements, and (3) resources for 
compliance monitoring, clients will 
likely be dealing with business-
impacting mitigation agreements, 
requiring the advisory support of a 
business & technology partner



COMMON MITIGATION REQUIREMENTS
To mitigate the perceived risks of foreign investment, CFIUS will impose operational 
conditions requiring system and process changes and verification through third party audits

Protections Related to the 
Storage and Access to Sensitive 
Personal Data

US Citizenship Requirements, 
Related to US Government 
Customer Data

Screening and/or Approval for 
Technology Vendors

Limitations on Foreign Investor 
Access

Physical and Cybersecurity 
Protections of Critical 
Infrastructure

Governance Requirements, 
including Security Director(s) 
and Reporting

CFIUS often also requires a regular third party audit to measure and test compliance with 
the types of mitigation requirements outlined above.



MITIGATION CONSIDERATIONS
If not well managed, mitigations put in place by CFIUS can erode deal value, however there 
are mitigation best practices to help preserve

Design mitigation controls 
with a third-party audit / 

monitor in mind – ensure 
mitigation compliance is 
demonstratable through 
documentation, logs and 

testing

Strong Governance and 
Cross-Functional Teams

Audit-Led
Approach

CTO / CIO Engagement

Mobilize cross-functional 
teams to obtain key U.S. 

government objectives and 
empower teams to prioritize 
compliance across all levels 

of the company

Engage CTO / CIO who will 
likely own technology 

implications and work with 
them to identify 

opportunities to leverage 
existing tech capabilities to 
support compliance needs



GOVERNANCE AND OVERSIGHT 
REQUIREMENTS

Establish a Corporate Security Committee and other mechanisms to ensure 
compliance with all required actions, including the appointment of a USG-approved 
security officer or member of the board of directors and requirements for security 
policies, annual reports, and independent audits1

Governance & Oversight Overview

Considerations

• Governance roles (e.g., Security Officer and Technical Compliance Officer will have dual 
fiduciary responsibility and must represent government and USG interest within the company 
for compliance)

• Appointed individuals must be sufficiently influential and have access to key executive 
decision makers including and up to the Board of Directors

• Beyond CFIUS mandated roles, additional dedicated and dotted-lined compliance roles are 
likely required to build and maintain a culture of compliance

Note: (1) CFIUS Annual Report to Congress - CY 2019
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CFIUS Mitigation Compliance Committee

CFIUS Mitigation Compliance Office

CFIUS Mitigation Business Unit Engagement

A mandated Independent committee responsible for ensuring 
compliance with the CFIUS Mitigations

Security Director(s) Technical 
Compliance Officer

Security Officer
Information Security 

Officer

Team responsible for administering day-to-day compliance and ensuring coordination of the 
CFIUS Compliance Committee and across impacted business units

Compliance Office Lead

Business units / support functions are critical for the design and implementation of required 
CFIUS mitigation compliance controls and awareness

IT

HR

Cybersecurity

Gov’t Sales

Procurement

Corporate Security

CFIUS mitigations often require the creation / expansion of governance and day-to-day teams 
to oversee mitigation implementation and help drive a culture of compliance

Audit Readiness Lead
Technology Control 

Lead



CUSTOMER DATA PROTECTION 
REQUIREMENTS

Ensuring that only authorized persons (e.g. U.S. Citizens) have access to USG, 
company, or customer information; and that the foreign acquirer not have direct or 
remote access to systems that hold such information1

Customer Data Protection Overview

Considerations

• Mitigation requirements typically focus on the strict protection of  U.S. Government Customer 
data and increasingly the data of any U.S. end user of a mitigated company

• Companies struggle to track Customer Data across a multitude of internal IT and business 
systems and applications and to external services and partners 

• Domestic storage of other quarantining sensitive personal data or technology may impact 
valuation, ability to integrate systems and  synergy targets

• Many companies have built business models that rely on data monetization; using sensitive 
customer data for such purposes may run counter to the protections required by CFIUS

Note: (1) CFIUS Annual Report to Congress - CY 2019



DATA REQUIREMENTS INCREASE 
COMPLEXITY & COST
CFIUS requirements for sensitive personal data, US Government customer data, and audits 
often cause challenges for acquisitive companies

Third Party 
Audit

Requirement
Demonstratable, 
not Aspirational, 

Compliance

$

Data
Mitigation 

Requirements
Sensitive Personal 
Data and/or USG 
Customer Data

$$

Tech + 
Business 

Complexity
Complex Tech 
Stack Global & 

Operating Models

$$

Complex & 
Costly 

Mitigation

$$$$$

Technology and process-related compliance complexity increases significantly 
requiring significant engagement with the CIO & COO early in the deal process



SENSITIVE PERSONAL DATA
The capabilities, processes and technology needed to comply with CFIUS mitigations on 
sensitive personal data often already exist but require careful tailoring to meet the need

Sensitive Personal Data, as outlined in FIRRMA and the proposed 
regulations (as well as recent mitigation requirements) has parallels with 
existing privacy regulations and common internal programs:

EU’s General Data 
Protection 

Regulations (GDPR)

California 
Consumer 
Privacy Act

Internal Company 
Privacy Policies 
and Programs

Deal & Mitigation Implications
Pre-Deal Post-Deal

• Understand company and/or target’s IT maturity as 
related to common data privacy requirements:

• Master Data Management
• Data Governance
• Access Controls (and extent of foreign access)

• Propose and craft mitigation agreements based on 
existing capabilities to lessen implementation burden

• Dissect final requirement and clearly outline 
commonalities and differences between existing 
regulations and company programs 

• Often times the more stringent audit requirement 
of NSAs will drive programmatic differences

• Leverage existing privacy programs to quickly: 
• Mobilize internal resources
• Define and implement auditable controls

CCPA



TECH-ENABLED DATA PROTECTION 
Comprehensive customer data protection programs and use of strong technology-enabled 
controls allow companies to achieve compliance and achieve business-related objectives

Sample Data 
Protection 
Framework

Data
Management

Digital 
Transformation

Business 
Objectives

Data
Use

Data 
Integrity

Data
Security

1. Engage the CIO and a technology partner that has successfully built CFIUS compliance 
programs and architectures before

2. Build a robust compliance regime founded in technology that is purpose-built to support 
requirements 

3. Enforce traceability between CFIUS requirements and business objectives that accounts 
for varying aspects of Data Protection & Privacy

Tech + Process Complexity 

Considerations



DATA MITIGATION EXAMPLE
Each mitigation requirement creates a set of employee, business process and technology 
gaps that must be closed to achieve compliance

People

Process

Technology

• Eliminate ability of Foreign Investor to 
access

• Place data protection champions 
throughout the org to support compliance 
efforts

• Rebuild any business process that 
engages with Sensitive Personal Data to 
ensure only onshore use (even for support)

• Create auditable controls and testing 
procedures to identify any deficiencies

Sensitive Personal Data
Example requirement: Sensitive Personal Data 
must be stored within the U.S. and Access to 
Foreign investor restricted

• Implement comprehensive data protection 
capabilities that include data management, 
governance and traceability to enable 
automation of compliance as much as 
practicable

Complying with sensitive personal data protection requirements is likely to increase costs
A

ccess to non-custom
er data only

Resources outside the 
US can be utilized to 
fulfill business 
functions (e.g. Finance, 
HR, Procurement) in 
circumstances where 
access to sensitive 
personal data is 
minimized for non-US 
citizens

Sensitive 
Personal 
Data Storage

White List 
Data

In House 
Resources

External Call 
Center

External IT 
Service Provider

Offshore 
Resources



LEADING PRACTICES IN CFIUS 
COMPLIANCE PRE-TRANSACTION
The best way to approach national security compliance is to address issues and concerns 
before signing any agreements with the USG

PRE-TRANSACTION COMPLIANCE THEMES

Conduct Mitigation 
Due Diligence

Don’t Reinvent the 
Wheel

Understand 
Competing Interests

• CFIUS is advancing 
security interests of the 
USG, not protecting a 
status quo – this often 
clashes with the 
shareholder value 
perspective of most 
corporations

• CFIUS is advancing 
security interests of the 
USG, not protecting a 
status quo – this often 
clashes with the 
shareholder value 
perspective of most 
corporations

• Engage experienced 
outside counsel

• Deploy proven 
compliance models that 
will assuage 
government concerns

• Leverage off-the-shelf 
solutions to separate 
networks & data

• Engage experienced 
outside counsel

• Deploy proven 
compliance models that 
will assuage 
government concerns

• Leverage off-the-shelf 
solutions to separate 
networks & data

• Incorporate scenario 
analysis of likely 
mitigation measures into 
M&A due diligence 

• Areas of focus includes 
USG contracts, 
customer data 
management, third-party 
vendors risk, relevant 
technology / systems, 
and business complexity

• Incorporate scenario 
analysis of likely 
mitigation measures into 
M&A due diligence 

• Areas of focus includes 
USG contracts, 
customer data 
management, third-party 
vendors risk, relevant 
technology / systems, 
and business complexity

Manage Financial 
Impact

• Financially score 
mitigation agreements 
during negotiation

• Don’t get pushed into an 
agreement – there are 
alternative models that 
have been successful in 
the past

• Financially score 
mitigation agreements 
during negotiation

• Don’t get pushed into an 
agreement – there are 
alternative models that 
have been successful in 
the past



LEADING PRACTICES IN CFIUS 
COMPLIANCE POST-TRANSACTION
National security compliance can be challenging – know that there are financially responsible 
approaches that have been proven to work in the past

POST-TRANSACTION COMPLIANCE THEMES

Manage from the Top Win the Audit
Incorporate and 

Leverage Existing 
Capabilities

• Leverage technology for 
existing or ongoing work 
related to surging 
privacy legislation (e.g. 
GDPR, CCPA, NYDFS, 
etc.)

• Use experience from 
existing audit-heavy 
requirements (e.g. SOX) 
to build an audit-led 
approach to compliance 
from the start

• Leverage technology for 
existing or ongoing work 
related to surging 
privacy legislation (e.g. 
GDPR, CCPA, NYDFS, 
etc.)

• Use experience from 
existing audit-heavy 
requirements (e.g. SOX) 
to build an audit-led 
approach to compliance 
from the start

• Always conduct a pre-
audit of your controls at 
least six months before 
the USG audit

• Take care to address 
any major compliance 
concerns ahead of the 
first USG audit, so that 
you pass with flying 
colors

• Always conduct a pre-
audit of your controls at 
least six months before 
the USG audit

• Take care to address 
any major compliance 
concerns ahead of the 
first USG audit, so that 
you pass with flying 
colors

• Compliance efforts fail 
when accountability and 
responsibility is pushed 
down into the 
organization

• These efforts need to be 
tracked and managed at 
the C-Suite to ensure 
proper design and 
implementation

• Compliance efforts fail 
when accountability and 
responsibility is pushed 
down into the 
organization

• These efforts need to be 
tracked and managed at 
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Engage CTO / CIO

• Engage the CIO / CTO 
and ensure they are 
involved in all mitigation 
planning and 
deployment 

• Leverage technology to 
enable compliance 
wherever possible and 
identify where 
automated controls are 
feasible
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